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Who am I?

SHAMELESS SELF-PROMOTION



Survey

How does this advert make you feel?

Social science in the digital age:
from surveys to…smart surveys?

To which do you like or dislike this ad?



Things have changed…

1. What people do on the digital realm can impact both online and offline phenomena.
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Things have changed…

1. What people do on the digital realm can impact both online and offline phenomena.

2. The digitalisation of our lives is making new types of data available

SOCIAL SCIENCE IN THE DIGITAL AGE: FROM SURVEYS TO…SMART SURVEYS?

Mandate: social scientists must find ways to measure the digital behaviour of people

Opportunity:  we can directly “observe” what people do in the digital realm



…but surveys are (still) relevant

• Some have disregarded surveys and crowned big data as the new gold standard in town. 

• But surveys are not only still relevant, but potentially even more important than ever. 

SOCIAL SCIENCE IN THE DIGITAL AGE: FROM SURVEYS TO…SMART SURVEYS?

Sturgis, P., & Luff, R. (2021). The demise of the survey? A research note on trends in the use of survey data in the social sciences, 1939 to 2015. International Journal of Social Research Methodology, 24(6), 691-696.
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• In this course we will discuss how to properly measure citizens’ digital behaviours in the context of smart surveys 

• What is a smart survey?
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They might be smart, but they are still surveys

• In this course we will discuss how to properly measure citizens’ digital behaviours in the context of smart surveys 

• What is a smart survey?

1. You guessed it, it is a survey!

2. It is linked to data coming from smart devices, or digital systems. These can be, for instance, mobile 
device sensors, data donations, tracking apps, linkage to external sensor systems (e.g., Fitbit).

A nice visual here, maybe?
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They might be smart, but they are still surveys

• In this course we will discuss how to properly measure citizens’ digital behaviours in the context of smart surveys 

• What is a smart survey?

1. You guessed it, it is a survey!

2. It is linked to data coming from smart devices, or digital systems. These can be, for instance, mobile 
device sensors, data donations, tracking apps, linkage to external sensor systems (e.g., Fitbit).

SOCIAL SCIENCE IN THE DIGITAL AGE: FROM SURVEYS TO…SMART SURVEYS?

Much of what we know about surveys still apply! We need 

to sample participants, convince them to participate, and make 

sure our measurements are valid and reliable

But there are new challenges. We need new knowledge, 

and new practices…that’s why we are here!



Why smart surveys?

SOCIAL SCIENCE IN THE DIGITAL AGE

Participants

• Reduce time 

• Reduce efforts

• More enjoyable

Researchers

• Reduce measurement issues 

     (e.g., objective)

• Provide new data

• Massive and granular

• Real time



Measuring what people do online with smart surveys

• Two main approaches have been used to enhance survey data with digital trace data about people’s online 
behaviours: web trackers and data donations
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Measuring what people do online with smart surveys

• Two main approaches have been used to enhance survey data with digital trace data about people’s online 
behaviours: web trackers and data donations

• Very similar and extremely different approaches. On many levels:

• Type of data collectable

• Ethical concerns

• Method of collecting data

• Specific errors for each of them
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Measuring what people do online with smart surveys

• Two main approaches have been used to enhance survey data with digital trace data about people’s online 
behaviours: web trackers and data donations

• Very similar and extremely different approaches. On many levels:

• Type of data collectable

• Ethical concerns

• Method of collecting data

• Specific errors for each of them

• I will teach based on my practical experience and methodological work. That’s why I will focus more on web 
tracking data. 

SOCIAL SCIENCE IN THE DIGITAL AGE: FROM SURVEYS TO…SMART SURVEYS?



A quick intro to web tracking data 
& data donations



Web tracking data

Direct observations of online behaviours using tracking solutions, or 
meters.

Group of tracking technologies (plug-ins, apps, proxies, etc)

Installed on participants devices

Collect traces left by participants when interacting with               
their devices online: URLs, apps visited, cookies…

A QUICK INTRO TO WEB TRACKING DATA AND DATA DONATIONS



Data donations

Users directly provide researchers with data that 
already has been collected by their devices or platforms

Participants must  access this data

Capture it in some way

And share it with researchers

This process, as well as the traces collectable, can vary a lot from 
project to project

A QUICK INTRO TO WEB TRACKING DATA AND DATA DONATIONS



A guide to collecting and using web 
tracking data



Total Error framework for digital traces collected w/ Meters (TEM)
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• In general, web tracking data is used to make 
inferences about a concept of interest for a given 
population

• Two parallel processes: measurement and 
representation

• Errors can happen in both sides

• The goal is to, within the project’s time and budget 
constraints, reduce as much as possible the errors

Total Error framework for digital traces collected w/ Meters (TEM)

A GUIDE TO COLLECTING AND USING WEB TRACKING DATA



A step-by-step guide 
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A step-by-step guide 

A GUIDE TO COLLECTING AND USING WEB TRACKING DATA

There are many steps to follow when 
collecting web tracking data. 

Many decisions can be made for each step, 
all with potential impact on data quality

This is rarely acknowledged and 
understood, we can do better!



First steps on the representation side: same old, same old
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Target population: People living in the UK older than 17

Frame: Postal Address Frame

Sample: Simple Random Sampling



First steps on the representation side: same old, same old

A GUIDE TO COLLECTING AND USING WEB TRACKING DATA

Identical steps as for surveys

Target population: People living in the UK older than 17

Frame: Postal Address Frame

Sample: Simple Random Sampling

Most commonly: non-probability online panels



From concepts to measurements: similar but different
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From concepts to measurements: similar but different

A GUIDE TO COLLECTING AND USING WEB TRACKING DATA

Measurements: Traces that will be 
collected, combined (and transformed) 
to compute a specific variable
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Concept of interest                   Measurement



From concepts to measurements: similar but different

A GUIDE TO COLLECTING AND USING WEB TRACKING DATA

• Normally not acknowledged: it is key to clearly define the traces that will be used to measure a specific concept

Concept of interest                   Measurement

The extent to which an individual 
encounters written news media

Average time recorded of the visits to 
URLs defined as showing written news



From concepts to measurements: similar but different

Concept: average hours of consumption of online political news

Measure: average time recorded of the visits to URLs defined as showing written news

• What traces are considered as a visit?

• Which URLs are considered written news?

• What time frame has been used to compute an average?
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From concepts to measurements: similar but different

Concept: average hours of consumption of online political news

Measure: average time recorded of the visits to URLs defined as showing written news

• What traces are considered as a visit?

• Which URLs are considered written news?

• What time frame has been used to compute an average?

 

A GUIDE TO COLLECTING AND USING WEB TRACKING DATA

These and other decisions will determine the 
measurement used. 

Pretty much as for surveys this is determined by the 
wording, the type of scale, etc.



Develop or choose the tracking technologies to use
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Develop or choose the tracking technologies to use

A GUIDE TO COLLECTING AND USING WEB TRACKING DATA

1. We can develop tracking technologies from scratch 

2. Or use open-access technologies already available

3. Or we can use commercially available technologies



A heterogeneous group of tracking solutions

• There are many different types of tracking approaches. 
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• These can be: Proxies, VPNs, Screen-scrapers, Screen recorders, Smartphone-log trackers (and maybe more that I 
am not aware of).
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A heterogeneous group of tracking solutions

• There are many different types of tracking approaches. 

• These can be: Proxies, VPNs, Screen-scrapers, Screen recorders, Smartphone-log trackers (and maybe more that I 
am not aware of).

• They can come in different packages for users: Apps, Browser plug-ins, manual configuration with or without any 
piece of software required.

A GUIDE TO COLLECTING AND USING WEB TRACKING DATA

https://null-byte.wonderhowto.com/how-to/use-charles-proxy-view-data-your-mobile-apps-send-receive-0185364/ 

https://null-byte.wonderhowto.com/how-to/use-charles-proxy-view-data-your-mobile-apps-send-receive-0185364/


A heterogeneous group of tracking solutions

A GUIDE TO COLLECTING AND USING WEB TRACKING DATA

• Their capabilities and limitations vary a lot: not all of them can be installed on all devices. Not all of them can 
capture the same data. Not all of them have the same level of granularity and accuracy



A heterogeneous group of tracking solutions

A GUIDE TO COLLECTING AND USING WEB TRACKING DATA

Christner, C., Urman, A., Adam, S., & Maier, M. (2022). Automated tracking approaches for studying online media use: A critical review and recommendations. Communication methods and measures, 16(2), 79-95.

• Their capabilities and limitations vary a lot: not all of them can be installed on all devices. Not all of them can 
capture the same data. Not all of them have the same level of granularity and accuracy



A heterogeneous group of tracking solutions

A GUIDE TO COLLECTING AND USING WEB TRACKING DATA

Bosch, O. J., & Revilla, M. (2022). When survey science met web tracking: presenting an error framework for metered data. Journal of the Royal Statistical Society Series A: Statistics in Society, 185(Supplement_2), S408-S436.

• Most real-life projects end up using a combination of approaches, depending on the devices that people use



Could you please, maybe, install this meter?
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Could you please, maybe, install this meter?

A GUIDE TO COLLECTING AND USING WEB TRACKING DATA

This process is, potentially, one of the most 
consequential ones for web tracking 
research. It determines:
1) Who you track

2) And how well you track them
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The goal is to know what people do through all their devices
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This can be achieved by tracking all devices that someone uses
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The challenging reality of trying to track people

• There is not a one-size-fits-all approach that can track everything people do online.

• For most people, we might have to ask them to install / configure meters in more than one device.

• These trackers can be different for every devices they use (as we have seen before).

• The information about what Devices / Operating Systems / Browsers they use is not available beforehand, 
needs to be collected from them.

• The devices and browsers that people use, and the versions of their OS, can change over time.

• If we use an already available panel, this is mostly out of our control!

A GUIDE TO COLLECTING AND USING WEB TRACKING DATA
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Generate the messy dataset

A GUIDE TO COLLECTING AND USING WEB TRACKING DATA

Once the trackers are installed, they start 

sending information, which is stored in a data 

storage (e.g., MySQL)

Sometimes, not all information is tracked! 
Whitelists and blacklists can be configured 
(ethically recommended?)



Generate the messy dataset

A GUIDE TO COLLECTING AND USING WEB TRACKING DATA

• This is one of the most basic versions of 

what information might be recorder (ID, 

time stamp, and full URL)

Munzert, S., Ramirez-Ruiz, S., Watteler, O., Breuer, J., Batzdorfer, V., Eder, C., ... & Yang, J. (2023). Publishing Combined Web Tracking and Survey Data.



Generate the messy dataset

A GUIDE TO COLLECTING AND USING WEB TRACKING DATA

• This is one of the most basic versions of 

what information might be recorder (ID, 

time stamp, and full URL)

• Other information can be captured, such 

as HTML information. For instance, the 

text each Facebook post seen by a 

participant, the number of likes, the 

comments, why the post was visible, etc. 



Let’s create the dataset to work with
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Let’s create the dataset to work with

A GUIDE TO COLLECTING AND USING WEB TRACKING DATA

Most researchers need to process the 

messy unstructured web tracking data 

to work with it
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• The first step is to extract the data of interest. This might mean:
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Let’s create the dataset to work with

• The first step is to extract the data of interest. This might mean:

• Selecting a subset of the raw data. For instance, only full URLs within a given time period, or 
those containing specific values in the URLs

• Extracting information and performing calculations to create ‘structured’ variables (e.g., 
counts of visits to specific URLs)            typical SQL queries 

A GUIDE TO COLLECTING AND USING WEB TRACKING DATA

Number of visits to google: 2

Number of visits to video platforms: 2



Let’s create the dataset to work with

• The second (optional) step is to transform the extracted data. This might be needed if the defined 
measurement requires more than simple counts of URLs.
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Let’s create the dataset to work with

• The second (optional) step is to transform the extracted data. This might be needed if the defined 
measurement requires more than simple counts of URLs.

• Most interesting transformation: enriching the information that URLs bring to research. 

1. The content of the URL can be manually identified, and added to the dataset
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Let’s create the dataset to work with

• The second (optional) step is to transform the extracted data. This might be needed if the defined 
measurement requires more than simple counts of URLs.

• Most interesting transformation: enriching the information that URLs bring to research. 

1. The content of the URL can be manually identified, and added to the dataset

2. The webpages can be classified using external information

A GUIDE TO COLLECTING AND USING WEB TRACKING DATA

Average ideology of participant’s media diets

Barberá, P., Jost, J. T., Nagler, J., Tucker, J. A., & Bonneau, R. (2015). Tweeting from left to right: Is online political communication more than an echo chamber?. Psychological science, 26(10), 1531-1542.



Let’s create the dataset to work with

• The second (optional) step is to transform the extracted data. This might be needed if the defined 
measurement requires more than simple counts of URLs.

• Most interesting transformation: enriching the information that URLs bring to research. 

1. The content of the URL can be manually identified, and added to the dataset

2. The webpages can be classified using external information

3. Machine learning to codify the content exposed to (text / images / video / etc)
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Let’s create the dataset to work with

• The second (optional) step is to transform the extracted data. This might be needed if the defined 
measurement requires more than simple counts of URLs.

• Most interesting transformation: enriching the information that URLs bring to research. 

1. The content of the URL can be manually identified, and added to the dataset

2. The webpages can be classified using external information

3. Machine learning to codify the content exposed to (text / images / video / etc)

4. Measure non-behavioural concepts: e.g., a person’s ideology using Correspondence Analysis

A GUIDE TO COLLECTING AND USING WEB TRACKING DATA



Let’s create the dataset to work with

• In the final step the extracted and transformed data sets are loaded and stored on the researchers' 
devices or servers
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Let’s create the dataset to work with

• In the final step the extracted and transformed data sets are loaded and stored on the researchers' 
devices or servers

• All these steps can be done simultaneously or iteratively (e.g., extracting information, transforming 
it, loading it back and extracting it again). 
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Let’s create the dataset to work with

• In the final step the extracted and transformed data sets are loaded and stored on the researchers' 
devices or servers

• All these steps can be done simultaneously or iteratively (e.g., extracting information, transforming 
it, loading it back and extracting it again). 

• This is a big difference compared with surveys, that:

1. Makes the pre-processing stage of the research harder and longer

2. But allows for immense flexibility, which can be exploited for good (we will talk about this later)

A GUIDE TO COLLECTING AND USING WEB TRACKING DATA



Modelling and estimating: (for now) same old, same old
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This involves adjusting the data (e.g., 

weighting and/or imputation). With 

the adjusted and modelled data, an 

estimate can be created (e.g., the mean 

hours of media consumption).



Modelling and estimating: (for now) same old, same old

A GUIDE TO COLLECTING AND USING WEB TRACKING DATA

This involves adjusting the data (e.g., 

weighting and/or imputation). With 

the adjusted and modelled data, an 

estimate can be created (e.g., the mean 

hours of media consumption).

New missingness challenges might require 
innovative modelling strategies that are not 

common in surveys. We can discuss this later!



The challenges and errors of web tracking 
data



Errors can be introduced in every step 

THE CHALLENGES AND ERRORS OF WEB TRACKING DATA

Same error components 

as surveys



Error components Specific error causes

Specification error − Defining what qualifies as valid information

− Measuring concepts with by-design missing data

− Inferring attitudes and opinions from behaviours

Measurement error − Tracking undercoverage

− Technology limitations

− Technology errors

− Hidden behaviours

− Social desirability

− Extraction errors

− Misclassifying non-observations

− Shared devices

Processing error − Coding error

− Aggregation at the domain level

− Data anonymization

Coverage error − Non-trackable individuals 

Sampling error − Same error causes as for surveys

Missing data error − Non-contact

− Non-consent

− Tracking undercoverage

− Technology limitations

− Technology errors

− Hidden behaviours

− Social desirability

− Extraction errors

− Misclassifying non-observations

Adjustment error − Same error causes than for surveys

What can cause those errors?

THE CHALLENGES AND ERRORS OF WEB TRACKING DATA

Bosch, O. J., & Revilla, M. (2022). When survey science met web tracking: presenting an error framework for metered data. Journal of the Royal Statistical Society Series A: Statistics in Society, 185(Supplement_2), S408-S436.
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Sampling error − Same error causes as for surveys

Missing data error − Non-contact

− Non-consent

− Tracking undercoverage

− Technology limitations

− Technology errors

− Hidden behaviours

− Social desirability

− Extraction errors

− Misclassifying non-observations

Adjustment error − Same error causes than for surveys

What can cause those errors?

THE CHALLENGES AND ERRORS OF WEB TRACKING DATA

Bosch, O. J., & Revilla, M. (2022). When survey science met web tracking: presenting an error framework for metered data. Journal of the Royal Statistical Society Series A: Statistics in Society, 185(Supplement_2), S408-S436.

Most specific error causes on 
the side of measurement
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Specification error − Defining what qualifies as valid information

− Measuring concepts with by-design missing data

− Inferring attitudes and opinions from behaviours

Measurement error − Tracking undercoverage

− Technology limitations

− Technology errors

− Hidden behaviours

− Social desirability

− Extraction errors

− Misclassifying non-observations

− Shared devices

Processing error − Coding error

− Aggregation at the domain level

− Data anonymization

Coverage error − Non-trackable individuals 

Sampling error − Same error causes as for surveys

Missing data error − Non-contact

− Non-consent

− Tracking undercoverage

− Technology limitations

− Technology errors

− Hidden behaviours

− Social desirability

− Extraction errors

− Misclassifying non-observations

Adjustment error − Same error causes than for surveys

Sampling and adjustment 
errors have no specific error 
causes

What can cause those errors?

THE CHALLENGES AND ERRORS OF WEB TRACKING DATA

Bosch, O. J., & Revilla, M. (2022). When survey science met web tracking: presenting an error framework for metered data. Journal of the Royal Statistical Society Series A: Statistics in Society, 185(Supplement_2), S408-S436.



Specification errors



Validity

SPECIFICATION ERRORS

Concept of interest                   Measurement

The extent to which an individual 
encounters written news media

Average time recorded of the visits to 
URLs defined as showing written news



Validity

SPECIFICATION ERRORS

• Does the measurement reflect the underlying concept that we intend to measure?

Concept of interest                   Measurement
Validity

The extent to which an individual 
encounters written news media

Average time recorded of the visits to 
URLs defined as showing written news



Validity

SPECIFICATION ERRORS

• Does the measurement reflect the underlying concept that we intend to measure?

Concept of interest                   Measurement
Validity

Specification error
Traces are not accurately and 

comprehensively reflecting the 
concept

The extent to which an individual 
encounters written news media

Average time recorded of the visits to 
URLs defined as showing written news



Validity

SPECIFICATION ERRORS

• Does the measurement reflect the underlying concept that we intend to measure?

Concept of interest                   Measurement
Validity

Specification error
Traces are not accurately and 

comprehensively reflecting the 
concept

The extent to which an individual 
encounters written news media

Average time recorded of the visits to 
URLs defined as showing written news

What can cause this?



Defining what qualifies as valid information

SPECIFICATION ERRORS

Online news media exposure

Concept: The extent to which an individual encounters written news media



Defining what qualifies as valid information

SPECIFICATION ERRORS

Characteristics Potential choices

Metric Visits, Seconds, Days, Media

List of traces

What is news? Published by news media, published by any 
person/media

List of media Tranco, Alexa, Cisco, Majestic

Top media 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, All

Information Broad definition of news, only those 
identified as “political” news

Exposure

Time threshold 1 second, 30 seconds, 120 seconds

Devices PC only, Mobile only, All, All without apps

Tracking period 2, 5, 10, 15, 31 days



Defining what qualifies as valid information

SPECIFICATION ERRORS

1. Metric: what can best express variation in the “extent”?

In surveys, the validity 
is higher for days or 

media, is it the same for 
web tracking?

Characteristics Potential choices

Metric Visits, Seconds, Days, Media

List of traces

What is news? Published by news media, published by any 
person/media

List of media Tranco, Alexa, Cisco, Majestic

Top media 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, All

Information Broad definition of news, only those 
identified as “political” news

Exposure

Time threshold 1 second, 30 seconds, 120 seconds

Devices PC only, Mobile only, All, All without apps

Tracking period 2, 5, 10, 15, 31 days



Defining what qualifies as valid information

SPECIFICATION ERRORS

2. List of traces: what is defined as “written news media”? 

Characteristics Potential choices

Metric Visits, Seconds, Days, Media

List of traces

What is news? Published by news media, published by any 
person/media

List of media Tranco, Alexa, Cisco, Majestic

Top media 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, All

Information Broad definition of news, only those 
identified as “political” news

Exposure

Time threshold 1 second, 30 seconds, 120 seconds

Devices PC only, Mobile only, All, All without apps

Tracking period 2, 5, 10, 15, 31 days



Defining what qualifies as valid information

SPECIFICATION ERRORS

2. List of traces: what is defined as “written news media”? 

Characteristics Potential choices

Metric Visits, Seconds, Days, Media

List of traces

What is news? Published by news media, published by any 
person/media

List of media Tranco, Alexa, Cisco, Majestic

Top media 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, All

Information Broad definition of news, only those 
identified as “political” news

Exposure

Time threshold 1 second, 30 seconds, 120 seconds

Devices PC only, Mobile only, All, All without apps

Tracking period 2, 5, 10, 15, 31 days



Defining what qualifies as valid information

SPECIFICATION ERRORS

2. List of traces: what is defined as “written news media”? 

Characteristics Potential choices

Metric Visits, Seconds, Days, Media

List of traces

What is news? Published by news media, published by any 
person/media

List of media Tranco, Alexa, Cisco, Majestic

Top media 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, All

Information Broad definition of news, only those 
identified as “political” news

Exposure

Time threshold 1 second, 30 seconds, 120 seconds

Devices PC only, Mobile only, All, All without apps

Tracking period 2, 5, 10, 15, 31 days



Defining what qualifies as valid information

SPECIFICATION ERRORS

3. Exposure: what events can be considered as “exposed”?

Exposure might mean 
just seeing something, 
or reading part / all of 

the article

Characteristics Potential choices

Metric Visits, Seconds, Days, Media

List of traces

What is news? Published by news media, published by any 
person/media

List of media Tranco, Alexa, Cisco, Majestic

Top media 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, All

Information Broad definition of news, only those 
identified as “political” news

Exposure

Time threshold 1 second, 30 seconds, 120 seconds

Devices PC only, Mobile only, All, All without apps

Tracking period 2, 5, 10, 15, 31 days



Defining what qualifies as valid information

SPECIFICATION ERRORS

3. Exposure: what events can be considered as “exposed”?

Most research has focused only 
on behaviours through PCs, is 

this right?

Characteristics Potential choices

Metric Visits, Seconds, Days, Media

List of traces

What is news? Published by news media, published by any 
person/media

List of media Tranco, Alexa, Cisco, Majestic

Top media 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, All

Information Broad definition of news, only those 
identified as “political” news

Exposure

Time threshold 1 second, 30 seconds, 120 seconds

Devices PC only, Mobile only, All, All without apps

Tracking period 2, 5, 10, 15, 31 days



Defining what qualifies as valid information

SPECIFICATION ERRORS

4. Tracking period: what time period allows to measure “normality”?

Longer tracking periods 
might be better, but 
also more expensive

Characteristics Potential choices

Metric Visits, Seconds, Days, Media

List of traces

What is news? Published by news media, published by any 
person/media

List of media Tranco, Alexa, Cisco, Majestic

Top media 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, All

Information Broad definition of news, only those 
identified as “political” news

Exposure

Time threshold 1 second, 30 seconds, 120 seconds

Devices PC only, Mobile only, All, All without apps

Tracking period 2, 5, 10, 15, 31 days



Defining what qualifies as valid information

SPECIFICATION ERRORS

Number of visits, lasting 1 second or 
more, to the political articles in the top 
50 most popular news websites according 
to Alexa, through PCs, during the last 15 
days

Characteristics Potential choices

Metric Visits, Seconds, Days, Media

List of traces

What is news? Published by news media, published by any 
person/media

List of media Tranco, Alexa, Cisco, Majestic

Top media 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, All

Information Broad definition of news, only those 
identified as “political” news

Exposure

Time threshold 1 second, 30 seconds, 120 seconds

Devices PC only, Mobile only, All, All without apps

Tracking period 2, 5, 10, 15, 31 days



Defining what qualifies as valid information

SPECIFICATION ERRORS

>12k potential combinations

Characteristics Potential choices

Metric Visits, Seconds, Days, Media

List of traces

What is news? Published by news media, published by any 
person/media

List of media Tranco, Alexa, Cisco, Majestic

Top media 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, All

Information Broad definition of news, only those 
identified as “political” news

Exposure

Time threshold 1 second, 30 seconds, 120 seconds

Devices PC only, Mobile only, All, All without apps

Tracking period 2, 5, 10, 15, 31 days



Defining what qualifies as valid information

SPECIFICATION ERRORS

>12k potential combinations

Are all these measurements valid 
measurements of the concept of 

interest?

Characteristics Potential choices

Metric Visits, Seconds, Days, Media

List of traces

What is news? Published by news media, published by any 
person/media

List of media Tranco, Alexa, Cisco, Majestic

Top media 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, All

Information Broad definition of news, only those 
identified as “political” news

Exposure

Time threshold 1 second, 30 seconds, 120 seconds

Devices PC only, Mobile only, All, All without apps

Tracking period 2, 5, 10, 15, 31 days



Characteristics Potential choices

Metric Visits, Seconds, Days, Media

List of traces

What is news? Published by news media, published by any 
person/media

List of media Tranco, Alexa, Cisco, Majestic

Top media 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, All

Information Broad definition of news, only those 
identified as “political” news

Exposure

Time threshold 1 second, 30 seconds, 120 seconds

Devices PC only, Mobile only, All, All without apps

Tracking period 2, 5, 10, 15, 31 days

Defining what qualifies as valid information

SPECIFICATION ERRORS

>12k potential combinations

Are all these measurements valid 
measurements of the concept of 

interest?

If one of these choices deviates 
the measurement from the 

concept, specification errors 
will be introduced



How big of a problem is this?

SPECIFICATION ERRORS

Bosch, O. J., Sturgis, P., Kuha, J., Revilla, M. (2023). Uncovering biases in digital trace data: an assessment of the prevalence and implications of tracking undercoverage when using web tracking data

SPAIN PORTUGAL

Standardised regression coefficient

Self report: 0.11 

Association with political knowledge across different specifications



Measurement errors



                                                

                                              

Reliability

MEASUREMENT ERROR

• Regardless of how valid it is, does the observed values reflects the hypothetical true value of our measurement?

True value                             Observed value



                                                

                                              

Reliability

MEASUREMENT ERROR

• Regardless of how valid it is, does the observed values reflects the hypothetical true value of our measurement?

True value                             Observed value
Reliability

Hypothetical value: 5 minutes exposed to 
written news

Observed value: 3 minutes exposed to     
written news



                                                

                                              

Reliability

MEASUREMENT ERROR

• Regardless of how valid it is, does the observed values reflects the hypothetical true value of our measurement?

True value                             Observed value
Reliability

Hypothetical value: 5 minutes exposed to 
written news

Observed value: 3 minutes exposed to     
written news

Measurement error
2 minutes of underestimation



                                                

                                              

Reliability

MEASUREMENT ERROR

• Regardless of how valid it is, does the observed values reflects the hypothetical true value of our measurement?

True value                             Observed value
Reliability

Hypothetical value: 5 minutes exposed to 
written news

Observed value: 3 minutes exposed to     
written news

Measurement error
2 minutes of underestimation

What can cause this?



Cause #1: Tracking undercoverage

MEASUREMENT ERROR



Cause #1: Tracking undercoverage

MEASUREMENT ERROR

Online news media exposure

Objective: measuring individuals’ 
behaviours.

Reality: we only measure what we can 
manage to track.

Home WIFI

Work WIFI

Home WIFI

Home WIFI

Work WIFI

4G

Chrome

Firefox

Edge

Safari

Android 
phone

Windows 
laptop

iOS tablet

Online 
behaviour

Online 
behaviour

Online 
behaviour

Online 
behaviour

Online 
behaviour

Complete 
Online 

behaviour

Online 
behaviour



Cause #1: Tracking undercoverage

MEASUREMENT ERROR

Online news media exposure

Objective: measuring individuals’ 
behaviours.

Reality: we only measure what we can 
manage to track.

Home WIFI

Work WIFI

Home WIFI

Home WIFI

Work WIFI

4G

Chrome

Firefox

Edge

Safari

Android 
phone

Windows 
laptop

iOS tablet

3 minutes

2 minutes

3 minutes

1 minute

5 minutes

Time 
spent on 

news

9 minutes

True: 23m

Observed: 23m

APP

Plug-in

Plug-in

Proxy

All



Cause #1: Tracking undercoverage

MEASUREMENT ERROR

Online news media exposure

Objective: measuring individuals’ 
behaviours.

Reality: we only measure what we can 
manage to track.

Home WIFI

Work WIFI

Home WIFI

Home WIFI

Work WIFI

4G

Chrome

Firefox

Edge

Safari

Android 
phone

Windows 
laptop

iOS tablet

3 minutes

2 minutes

3 minutes

1 minute

5 minutes

Time 
spent on 

news

9 minutes

True: 23m

Observed: 11m

Measurement 
error: -12m

APP

Plug-in

Part



Why is this happening?

MEASUREMENT ERROR

Online news media exposure

Home WIFI

Work WIFI

Home WIFI

Home WIFI

Work WIFI

4G

Chrome

Firefox

Edge

Safari

Android 
phone

Windows 
laptop

iOS tablet

3 minutes

2 minutes

3 minutes

1 minute

5 minutes

Time 
spent on 

news

9 minutes



Why is this happening?

MEASUREMENT ERROR

Online news media exposure

Home WIFI

Work WIFI

Home WIFI

Home WIFI

Work WIFI

4G

Chrome

Firefox

Edge

Safari

Android 
phone

Windows 
laptop

iOS tablet

3 minutes

2 minutes

3 minutes

1 minute

5 minutes

Time 
spent on 

news

9 minutes

Different reasons:



Why is this happening?

MEASUREMENT ERROR

Online news media exposure

Different reasons:

1. Some devices / browsers cannot be 
tracked with available technologies

Home WIFI

Work WIFI

Home WIFI

Home WIFI

Work WIFI

4G

Chrome

Firefox

Edge

Safari

Android 
phone

Windows 
laptop

iOS tablet

3 minutes

2 minutes

3 minutes

1 minute

5 minutes

Time 
spent on 

news

9 minutes

APP

Plug-in

Proxy



Why is this happening?

MEASUREMENT ERROR

Online news media exposure

Different reasons:

1. Some devices / browsers cannot be 
tracked with available technologies

2. People might not want to fully 
comply

Home WIFI

Work WIFI

Home WIFI

Home WIFI

Work WIFI

4G

Chrome

Firefox

Edge

Safari

Android 
phone

Windows 
laptop

iOS tablet

3 minutes

2 minutes

3 minutes

1 minute

5 minutes

Time 
spent on 

news

9 minutes

APP

Plug-in

Plug-in

Too 
complex!



Why is this happening?

MEASUREMENT ERROR

Online news media exposure

Different reasons:

1. Some devices / browsers cannot be 
tracked with available technologies

2. People might not want to fully 
comply

3. People might uninstall technologies
Home WIFI

Work WIFI

Home WIFI

Home WIFI

Work WIFI

4G

Chrome

Firefox

Edge

Safari

Android 
phone

Windows 
laptop

iOS tablet

3 minutes

2 minutes

3 minutes

1 minute

5 minutes

Time 
spent on 

news

9 minutes

Plug-in

Plug-in

I need my 
memory!

Proxy



Why is this happening?

MEASUREMENT ERROR

Online news media exposure

Different reasons:

1. Some devices / browsers cannot be 
tracked with available technologies

2. People might not want to fully 
comply

3. People might uninstall technologies

4. New device, we do not even know they 
have

Home WIFI

Work WIFI

Home WIFI

Home WIFI

Work WIFI

4G

Chrome

Firefox

Edge

Safari

Android 
phone

Windows 
laptop

iOS tablet

3 minutes

2 minutes

3 minutes

1 minute

5 minutes

Time 
spent on 

news

9 minutes

Plug-in

Plug-in

Proxy

APP

Android 
tablet

Work WIFIChrome 3 minutes



How big of a problem is this?

MEASUREMENT ERROR

% fully covered

All participants 26

Participants who 
reported using…

… 1 device 100

… 2 devices 34

… 3 devices 13

… 4 devices 1

… +5 devices 0

% fully covered

Participants who 
reported using…

PC

…Windows 49

…MAC 27

Mobile

… Android 52

… iOS 10

Bosch, O. J., Sturgis, P., Kuha, J., Revilla, M. (2023). Uncovering biases in digital trace data: an assessment of the prevalence and implications of tracking undercoverage when using web tracking data

Proportion of participants with all their devices tracked



How big of a problem is this?

MEASUREMENT ERROR

% fully covered

All participants 26

Participants who 
reported using…

… 1 device 100

… 2 devices 34

… 3 devices 13

… 4 devices 1

… +5 devices 0

% fully covered

Participants who 
reported using…

PC

…Windows 49

…MAC 27

Mobile

… Android 52

… iOS 10

Most people do not have all their 
devices fully tracked

Bosch, O. J., Sturgis, P., Kuha, J., Revilla, M. (2023). Uncovering biases in digital trace data: an assessment of the prevalence and implications of tracking undercoverage when using web tracking data

Proportion of participants with all their devices tracked



How big of a problem is this?

MEASUREMENT ERROR

% fully covered

All participants 26

Participants who 
reported using…

… 1 device 100

… 2 devices 34

… 3 devices 13

… 4 devices 1

… +5 devices 0

% fully covered

Participants who 
reported using…

PC

…Windows 49

…MAC 27

Mobile

… Android 52

… iOS 10

The higher the number of devices that people 
use, the more likely it is that we do not fully 
track them

Bosch, O. J., Sturgis, P., Kuha, J., Revilla, M. (2023). Uncovering biases in digital trace data: an assessment of the prevalence and implications of tracking undercoverage when using web tracking data

Proportion of participants with all their devices tracked



How big of a problem is this?

MEASUREMENT ERROR

% fully covered

All participants 26

Participants who 
reported using…

… 1 device 100

… 2 devices 34

… 3 devices 13

… 4 devices 1

… +5 devices 0

% fully covered

Participants who 
reported using…

PC

…Windows 49

…MAC 27

Mobile

… Android 52

… iOS 10

We have a problem with 
Apple devices! (tech reasons)

Bosch, O. J., Sturgis, P., Kuha, J., Revilla, M. (2023). Uncovering biases in digital trace data: an assessment of the prevalence and implications of tracking undercoverage when using web tracking data

Proportion of participants with all their devices tracked



How big of a problem is this?

MEASUREMENT ERROR

Relative bias introduced by undercoverage, depending on the probability of having all 
PCs or Mobile devices not covered

Bosch, O. J., Sturgis, P., Kuha, J., Revilla, M. (2023). Uncovering biases in digital trace data: an assessment of the prevalence and implications of tracking undercoverage when using web tracking data



How big of a problem is this?

MEASUREMENT ERROR

Relative bias introduced by undercoverage, depending on the probability of having all 
PCs or Mobile devices not covered

Bosch, O. J., Sturgis, P., Kuha, J., Revilla, M. (2023). Uncovering biases in digital trace data: an assessment of the prevalence and implications of tracking undercoverage when using web tracking data

Example: the proportion of news 
avoiders goes from 17% to 31%. 
And the time spent on the 
Internet from 221 minutes to 157 
minutes



Cause #2: Misclassifying non-observations

MEASUREMENT ERROR



Cause #2: Misclassifying non-observations

MEASUREMENT ERROR

Online news media exposure
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Sometimes, tracking undercoverage can 
lead to another error: a 
misclassification of non-
observations



Cause #2: Misclassifying non-observations

MEASUREMENT ERROR

Online news media exposure
Sometimes, tracking undercoverage can 
lead to another error: a 
misclassification of non-
observations

If we know that a lack of information is 
due to missingness, should we not treat 
the observation as a missing?Home WIFI

Work WIFI

Home WIFI

Home WIFI

Work WIFI

4G

Chrome
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Edge
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phone

Windows 
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Cause #2: Misclassifying non-observations

MEASUREMENT ERROR

Online news media exposure
Sometimes, tracking undercoverage can 
lead to another error: a 
misclassification of non-
observations

If we know that a lack of information is 
due to missingness, should we not treat 
the observation as a missing?Home WIFI

Work WIFI

Home WIFI

Home WIFI

Work WIFI

4G

Chrome

Firefox

Edge

Safari

Android 
phone

Windows 
laptop

iOS tablet

0 minutes

0 minutes

0 minutes

0 minute

0 minutes

Time 
spent on 

news

0 minutes

Plug-in Missing?

But how do we know that the 
lack of behaviour is not real?



How big of a problem is this?

MEASUREMENT ERROR

Italy Portugal Spain Argentina Chile

Facebook 10.5 10.6 11.1 9.8 10.9

Twitter 23.0 17.7 14.7 16.1 21.1

Avg. news outlets 9.0 18.8 11.8 10.0 17.5

Torcal, M., Carty, E., Comellas, J. M., Bosch, O. J., Thomson, Z., & Serani, D. (2023). The dynamics of political and affective polarisation: Datasets for Spain, Portugal, Italy, Argentina, and Chile (2019-2022). Data in Brief, 48, 109219.

Proportion of participants with error-induced non-observations



How big of a problem is this?

MEASUREMENT ERROR

Italy Portugal Spain Argentina Chile

Facebook 10.5 10.6 11.1 9.8 10.9

Twitter 23.0 17.7 14.7 16.1 21.1

Avg. news outlets 9.0 18.8 11.8 10.0 17.5

Torcal, M., Carty, E., Comellas, J. M., Bosch, O. J., Thomson, Z., & Serani, D. (2023). The dynamics of political and affective polarisation: Datasets for Spain, Portugal, Italy, Argentina, and Chile (2019-2022). Data in Brief, 48, 109219.

Proportion of participants with error-induced non-observations

There is a non-negligible risk of increasing the size 
of the estimate’s measurement errors if these 
participants are not excluded from the analyses



Cause #3: Shared devices

MEASUREMENT ERROR



Cause #3: Shared devices

MEASUREMENT ERROR

Online news media exposure

Objective: measuring individuals’ 
behaviours.
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Cause #3: Shared devices

MEASUREMENT ERROR

Online news media exposure

Objective: measuring individuals’ 
behaviours.

Reality: we measure devices, not people. 
Others might use the devices that we track
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True: 23m

Observed: 43m

Measurement 
error: +20m



How big of a problem is this?

MEASUREMENT ERROR

Revilla, M., Ochoa, C., & Loewe, G. (2017). Using passive data from a meter to complement survey data in order to study online behavior. Social Science Computer Review, 35(4), 521-536.

60%

40%

9%

Desktops are 
shared 

Laptops and 
tablets

Smartphones 

Netquest (Spain)



Cause #4: Technology errors

MEASUREMENT ERROR



Cause #4: Technology errors

MEASUREMENT ERROR

Online news media exposure

Objective: measuring individuals’ 
behaviours.
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Cause #4: Technology errors

MEASUREMENT ERROR

Online news media exposure

Objective: measuring individuals’ 
behaviours.

Reality: we do not observe behaviours 
unobtrusively. We measure what the 
technology captures…which might be wrong
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Cause #4: Technology errors

MEASUREMENT ERROR

Online news media exposure

Objective: measuring individuals’ 
behaviours.

Reality: we do not observe behaviours 
unobtrusively. We measure what the 
technology captures…which might be wrong

Home WIFI

Work WIFI
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Home WIFI

Work WIFI

4G

Chrome

Firefox

Edge

Safari

Android 
phone

Windows 
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iOS tablet

3 minutes
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3 minutes
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5 minutes

Time 
spent on 

news

9 minutes

APP

Plug-in

Plug-in

Proxy

8 minutes

True: 23m

Observed: 28m

Measurement 
error: +5m



Why is this happening?

1. The devices or third-party apps might shut down the ability to collect data when devices are low 
on battery

2. Proxies generates raw data that must be processed to identify which part of the tracked traffic was 
done passively by the device (e.g., downloading Facebook information) or actively by the participant. 
This is normally done by trained algorithms. However, this is not completely accurate.

3. Since tracking technologies are built on top of OSs and browsers when new versions of the software 
are released, they can prevent the technologies from working, causing a loss of information until 
the technology is adapted to the new version

MEASUREMENT ERROR



How big of a problem is this?

MEASUREMENT ERROR

Determinant of absolute difference between self-report and web tracking data

Italy Portugal Spain

Tracked on iOS 57.6** 35.1* 56.8*

Internet use .4** .2** .2**

Mobile use -45.4 -21.5 17.5

Tracking undercovered 12.6 7.1 9.9

Months as panellist -.1 -.1 .0

Gender -12.6 5.8 9.3

Age -1.0* -.4 -.6*

Educational level -.8 .0 -1.0**

Constant 189.11* 129.0** 84.6**

Adjusted R2 .22 .08 .10

N 751 774 908

Absolute error: |𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑓 − 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑡 –  𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑡|

Bosch, O. J., & Revilla, M. (2022). When survey science met web tracking: presenting an error framework for metered data. Journal of the Royal Statistical Society Series A: Statistics in Society, 185(Supplement_2), S408-S436.

Being tracked on an iOS device is associated with having and 
absolute difference 35.1 - 57.6 min larger than for those not 
tracked on an iOS



How big of a problem is this?

MEASUREMENT ERROR

Determinant of absolute difference between self-report and web tracking data

Italy Portugal Spain

Tracked on iOS 57.6** 35.1* 56.8*

Internet use .4** .2** .2**

Mobile use -45.4 -21.5 17.5

Tracking undercovered 12.6 7.1 9.9

Months as panellist -.1 -.1 .0

Gender -12.6 5.8 9.3

Age -1.0* -.4 -.6*

Educational level -.8 .0 -1.0**

Constant 189.11* 129.0** 84.6**

Adjusted R2 .22 .08 .10

N 751 774 908

Absolute error: |𝑆𝑒𝑙𝑓 − 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑡 –  𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑡|

Bosch, O. J., & Revilla, M. (2022). When survey science met web tracking: presenting an error framework for metered data. Journal of the Royal Statistical Society Series A: Statistics in Society, 185(Supplement_2), S408-S436.

Being tracked on an iOS device is associated with having and 
absolute difference 35.1 - 57.6 min larger than for those not 
tracked on an iOS…do measures from iOS have different 
measurement properties?
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Cause #5: Technology limitations

MEASUREMENT ERROR

If behaviours happen 
inside apps, we miss 
them

If the measurement 
requires HTML data, 
only desktops will be 
trackable.

If behaviours happen 
in HTTPs webpages, 
some meter will miss 
that

Etc…



Other causes

MEASUREMENT ERROR

Error components Specific error causes

Specification error − Defining what qualifies as valid information

− Measuring concepts with by-design missing data

− Inferring attitudes and opinions from behaviours

Measurement error − Tracking undercoverage

− Technology limitations

− Technology errors

− Hidden behaviours

− Social desirability

− Extraction errors

− Misclassifying non-observations

− Shared devices

Processing error − Coding error

− Aggregation at the domain level

− Data anonymization

Coverage error − Non-trackable individuals 

Sampling error − Same error causes as for surveys

Missing data error − Non-contact

− Non-consent

− Tracking undercoverage

− Technology limitations

− Technology errors

− Hidden behaviours

− Social desirability

− Extraction errors

− Misclassifying non-observations

Adjustment error − Same error causes than for surveys
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Specification error − Defining what qualifies as valid information

− Measuring concepts with by-design missing data

− Inferring attitudes and opinions from behaviours

Measurement error − Tracking undercoverage

− Technology limitations

− Technology errors

− Hidden behaviours

− Social desirability

− Extraction errors

− Misclassifying non-observations

− Shared devices

Processing error − Coding error

− Aggregation at the domain level

− Data anonymization

Coverage error − Non-trackable individuals 

Sampling error − Same error causes as for surveys

Missing data error − Non-contact

− Non-consent

− Tracking undercoverage

− Technology limitations

− Technology errors

− Hidden behaviours

− Social desirability

− Extraction errors

− Misclassifying non-observations

Adjustment error − Same error causes than for surveys

Participants can stop sending their 
data
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MEASUREMENT ERROR

Error components Specific error causes

Specification error − Defining what qualifies as valid information

− Measuring concepts with by-design missing data

− Inferring attitudes and opinions from behaviours

Measurement error − Tracking undercoverage

− Technology limitations

− Technology errors

− Hidden behaviours

− Social desirability

− Extraction errors

− Misclassifying non-observations

− Shared devices

Processing error − Coding error

− Aggregation at the domain level

− Data anonymization

Coverage error − Non-trackable individuals 

Sampling error − Same error causes as for surveys

Missing data error − Non-contact

− Non-consent

− Tracking undercoverage

− Technology limitations

− Technology errors

− Hidden behaviours

− Social desirability

− Extraction errors

− Misclassifying non-observations

Adjustment error − Same error causes than for surveys

Participants might change their 
behaviours once tracked…but there is 
no evidence of this! 

Keusch, F., Bach, R., & Cernat, A. (2023). Reactivity in measuring sensitive online behavior. Internet Research, 33(3), 1031-1052.



Other causes

MEASUREMENT ERROR

Error components Specific error causes

Specification error − Defining what qualifies as valid information

− Measuring concepts with by-design missing data

− Inferring attitudes and opinions from behaviours

Measurement error − Tracking undercoverage

− Technology limitations

− Technology errors

− Hidden behaviours

− Social desirability

− Extraction errors

− Misclassifying non-observations

− Shared devices

Processing error − Coding error

− Aggregation at the domain level

− Data anonymization

Coverage error − Non-trackable individuals 

Sampling error − Same error causes as for surveys

Missing data error − Non-contact

− Non-consent

− Tracking undercoverage

− Technology limitations

− Technology errors

− Hidden behaviours

− Social desirability

− Extraction errors

− Misclassifying non-observations

Adjustment error − Same error causes than for surveys

Errors can happen when extracting the 
raw data, and transforming it into 
variables…in my experience, very 
common with panel providers



Overall

MEASUREMENT ERROR

• The few evidence available (nothing published yet) has found that the reliability of measures 
created with web tracking data is not perfect. 

• My own research has shown a reliability on average of around .70. But for some measures other 
researchers have found values even lower than .50!

• Self-promotion: you can come check my presentation tomorrow to see some preliminary 
MTMM results



Coverage errors



Non-trackable individuals

COVERAGE ERRORS

Apps

Where? 
Device

Devices
Not iOS

Continuous?
Yes

Types of data
URLs, Time, Device, 
Search terms, 
Incognito

Plug-in A

Where?
Browser

Devices
Only PC & MAC

Continuous?
Yes

Types of data
URLs, Time, Device, 
Search terms, 
Incognito, HTML

Plug-in B

Where? 
Browser

Devices
Only PC & MAC

Continuous?
No

Types of data
URLs, Time, Device, 
Search terms, 
Incognito, HTML

Proxy

Where?
Network

Devices
All

Continuous?
Yes

Types of data
URLs, Time, Device, 
Search terms, 
Incognito, HTML 
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Depending on the technologies we use, and 
their capabilities, some participants might 
not be trackable at all.



Non-trackable individuals

COVERAGE ERRORS

Apps

Where? 
Device

Devices
Not iOS

Continuous?
Yes

Types of data
URLs, Time, Device, 
Search terms, 
Incognito

Plug-in A

Where?
Browser

Devices
Only PC & MAC

Continuous?
Yes

Types of data
URLs, Time, Device, 
Search terms, 
Incognito, HTML

Depending on the technologies we use, and 
their capabilities, some participants might 
not be trackable at all.

For instance: people only using iOS 
devices



Missing data errors



From a sample…to a sample of tracked participants

MISSING DATA ERRORS

Full sample Those installing and sending data



From a sample…to a sample of tracked participants

MISSING DATA ERRORS

Full sample Those installing and sending data

If missing data differ systematically from the 

available data, biases are introduced



Main cause: non-consent

MISSING DATA ERRORS

Online news media exposure



Main cause: non-consent

MISSING DATA ERRORS

Online news media exposure

Full sample Those installing and sending data

Privacy!
Not enough 
money!

My tech skills are 
not that good



Main cause: non-consent

MISSING DATA ERRORS

Revilla, M., Couper, M. P., & Ochoa, C. (2019). Willingness of online panelists to perform additional tasks. Methods, data, analyses: a journal for quantitative methods and survey methodology (mda), 13(2), 223-252.
Keusch, F., Struminskaya, B., Antoun, C., Couper, M. P., & Kreuter, F. (2019). Willingness to participate in passive mobile data collection. Public opinion quarterly, 83(S1), 210-235.
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Strategies to prevent, identify, correct, and report 
specification errors
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WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT SPECIFICATION ERRORS?

• Before defining any measurement, list the different design decisions that you will have to make in order to 
operationalise the concept of interest

Characteristics Potential choices

Metric Visits, Seconds, Days, Media

List of traces

What is news? Published by news media, published by any 
person/media

List of media Tranco, Alexa, Cisco, Majestic

Top media 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, All

Information Broad definition of news, only those identified as 
“political” news

Exposure

Time threshold 1 second, 30 seconds, 120 seconds

Devices PC only, Mobile only, All, All without apps

Tracking period 2, 5, 10, 15, 31 days
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#1: Better defining what qualifies as valid information

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT SPECIFICATION ERRORS?

• Before defining any measurement, list the different design decisions that you will have to make in order to 
operationalise the concept of interest

• List the potential choices that you could make within each design decision

Characteristics Potential choices

Metric Visits, Seconds, Days, Media

List of traces

What is news? Published by news media, published by any 
person/media

List of media Tranco, Alexa, Cisco, Majestic

Top media 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, All

Information Broad definition of news, only those identified as 
“political” news

Exposure

Time threshold 1 second, 30 seconds, 120 seconds

Devices PC only, Mobile only, All, All without apps

Tracking period 2, 5, 10, 15, 31 days

Using this, you can check whether 
the literature, or your expertise, 
favours specific choices

By listing the potential options, and 
your reasoning for a choice, now you 
can report it and be transparent 
about what lead you to create a 
specific measurement



#1: Better defining what qualifies as valid information

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT SPECIFICATION ERRORS?

• Before defining any measurement, list the different design decisions that you will have to make in order to 
operationalise the concept of interest

• List the potential choices that you could make within each design decision

When you are defining many 
different concepts, you can create 
ad-hoc step-wise procedures for 

groups of concepts
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#2: Embrace uncertainty 

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT SPECIFICATION ERRORS?

• Many times, it will not be clear what potential choice is better…which is normal!

Characteristics Potential choices

Metric Visits, Seconds, Days, Media

List of traces

What is news? Published by news media, published by any 
person/media

List of media Tranco, Alexa, Cisco, Majestic

Top media 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, All

Information Broad definition of news, only those identified as 
“political” news

Exposure

Time threshold 1 second, 30 seconds, 120 seconds

Devices PC only, Mobile only, All, All without apps

Tracking period 2, 5, 10, 15, 31 days

So many 
decisions…



#2: Embrace uncertainty 

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT SPECIFICATION ERRORS?

• Many times, it will not be clear what potential choice is better…which is normal!

• We are dealing with Big Data. We are not constrained to using one variable because we cannot 
ask the same question several times in a questionnaire. 



#2: Embrace uncertainty 

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT SPECIFICATION ERRORS?

• Many times, it will not be clear what potential choice is better…which is normal!

• We are dealing with Big Data. We are not constrained to using one variable because we cannot 
ask the same question several times in a questionnaire. 

• We can create as many variables as we want, to:

1. Conduct the analyses of interest with all the potential variables

2. Test the quality of all the potential variables



#2: Embrace uncertainty 

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT SPECIFICATION ERRORS?

• It is not a crazy idea, we have examples: multiverse analysis 



#2: Embrace uncertainty 

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT SPECIFICATION ERRORS?

• It is not a crazy idea, we have examples: Survey Quality Predictor (SQP)



How can we embrace uncertainty? A practical example
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How can we embrace uncertainty? A practical example

• The TRI-POL dataset

• Three wave survey combined with web 
tracking data at the individual level (both PC 
and mobile data)

• Netquest metered panels 

• Cross-quotas: gender, age, education and 
region

• Sample size: 1,289 (Spain)

• Spain, Portugal, Italy, Argentina and Chile

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT SPECIFICATION ERRORS?



How can we embrace uncertainty? A practical example
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Concept: The extent to which an individual encounters written news media



How can we embrace uncertainty? A practical example

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT SPECIFICATION ERRORS?

Concept: The extent to which an individual encounters written news media

Characteristics My choices

Metric Visits, Seconds, Days, Media

List of traces

List of media Tranco, Alexa, Cisco, Majestic

Top media 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, All

Information All URLs, only those identified as political

Exposure

Time threshold 1 second, 30 seconds, 120 seconds

Devices PC only, Mobile only, All, All without apps

Tracking period 2, 5, 10, 15, 31 days

+11k potential variables*

• I created all the potential variables

• Analyses are computed for each of the 
+11k variables

• This would take years and 
innumerable resources to be 
replicated for surveys!

* Not 100% fully crossed. The time metric is not crossed with the 30 seconds and 120 seconds thresholds. 
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Assessing the validity of these measures, and their fluctuation

We can study the predictive validity of the variables

• Is the variable a good predictor of a theoretically related measure?

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT SPECIFICATION ERRORS?



Assessing the validity of these measures, and their fluctuation

Gold standard: how well does media exposure predict political knowledge gains*
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* Dilliplane, S., Goldman, S. K., & Mutz, D. C. (2013). Televised exposure to politics: New measures for a fragmented media environment. American Journal of  Political  Science, 57(1), 236-248.

   Prior, M. (2009). Improving media effects research through better measurement of news exposure. The Journal of Politics, 71(3), 893-908.
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Assessing the validity of these measures, and their fluctuation

Gold standard: how well does media exposure predict political knowledge gains*

• Assumption: exposure to news should impart political information 

• Analytical approach: fixed effect regression model of within person change of political 
knowledge across waves 1-3 

 

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT SPECIFICATION ERRORS?

* Dilliplane, S., Goldman, S. K., & Mutz, D. C. (2013). Televised exposure to politics: New measures for a fragmented media environment. American Journal of  Political  Science, 57(1), 236-248.

   Prior, M. (2009). Improving media effects research through better measurement of news exposure. The Journal of Politics, 71(3), 893-908.

• Political knowledge: 1) 5 questions about politics. 

                                               2) Basic knowledge about the political system, and the
                                                    current cabinet.

                                                  3) Sum of correct answers, hence, it ranges from 0 to 5 



Assessing the validity of these measures, and their fluctuation
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+11k unique coefficients



Assessing the validity of these measures, and their fluctuation

Gold standard: how well does media exposure predict political knowledge gains*

• Assumption: exposure to news should impart political information 

• Analytical approach: fixed effect regression model of within person change of political 
knowledge across waves 1-3 

 

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT SPECIFICATION ERRORS?

* Dilliplane, S., Goldman, S. K., & Mutz, D. C. (2013). Televised exposure to politics: New measures for a fragmented media environment. American Journal of  Political  Science, 57(1), 236-248.

   Prior, M. (2009). Improving media effects research through better measurement of news exposure. The Journal of Politics, 71(3), 893-908.

+11k unique coefficients
What is the average?

Does it fluctuate?
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The impact of design choices on predictive validity

• After running the reliability and validity analyses, I created a new dataset, with the following:

• Name of the variables

• Associated reliability coefficient and standardised reg. coefficient (predictive validity)

• Design choices of the specific variable, for each design characteristic
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The impact of design choices on predictive validity

• After running the reliability and validity analyses, I created a new dataset, with the following:

• Name of the variables

• Associated reliability coefficient and standardised reg. coefficient (predictive validity)

• Design choices of the specific variable, for each design characteristic

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT SPECIFICATION ERRORS?

With this dataset it is possible to model the effect of each design choice on the estimated 
reliability and (predictive) validity, using the +11k variables as observations



The impact of design choices on predictive validity

• To predict the impact of each design choice, we can use a random forests of regression trees* 

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT SPECIFICATION ERRORS?

* R package randomForest: Ntree: 500 | Mtry: 4 | Node size: 3 | Sample fraction: 80% 



The impact of design choices on predictive validity

• To predict the impact of each design choice, we can use a random forests of regression trees* 

• We can extract the following information:

• The variable importance: % increase of MSE 

• And the marginal effect of each choice 

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT SPECIFICATION ERRORS?

* R package randomForest: Ntree: 500 | Mtry: 4 | Node size: 3 | Sample fraction: 80% 



Your turn to test some of this stuff!

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT SPECIFICATION ERRORS?

• If you have not, download the files: 

• reg_all_cross_spain.csv 

• multiverse_prediction_code.R

• We will go together step by step.

• The goal is to show you how, after creating all the variables and running the analyses with all of them, we 
can make sense of the results. 
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WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT MEASUREMENT ERRORS?

Online news media exposure

Home WIFI

Work WIFI

Home WIFI

Home WIFI

Work WIFI

4G

Chrome

Firefox

Edge

Safari

Android 
phone

Windows 
laptop

iOS tablet

Online 
behaviour

Online 
behaviour

Online 
behaviour

Online 
behaviour

Online 
behaviour

Complete 
Online 

behaviour

Online 
behaviour

1. Make sure that your tracking toolkit 
can track most devices / browsers

2. Collect information about the devices 
/ browsers they use to go online to 
tailor the invitation to install 
technologies

3. Simplify as much as possible the 
installation / configuration process

4. Incentivise the installation of the 
technologies in more than one device



#1: Apply strategies to maximise the coverage of devices/browsers
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Online news media exposure

Home WIFI

Work WIFI

Home WIFI

Home WIFI

Work WIFI

4G

Chrome

Firefox

Edge

Safari

Android 
phone

Windows 
laptop

iOS tablet

Online 
behaviour

Online 
behaviour

Online 
behaviour

Online 
behaviour

Online 
behaviour

Complete 
Online 

behaviour

Online 
behaviour

1. Make sure that your tracking toolkit 
can track most devices / browsers

2. Collect information about the devices 
/ browsers they use to go online to 
tailor the invitation to install 
technologies

3. Simplify as much as possible the 
installation / configuration process

4. Incentivise the installation of the 
technologies in more than one device

When using a panel of already 
tracked participants, some of these 

strategies might not be possible. 
Alternatives must be put in place.

Ideas?
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#2: Identify and report undercoverage

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT MEASUREMENT ERRORS?

Online news media exposureAn approach: combining survey and paradata

𝑁𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 𝑁𝑜𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑑 = 𝑁𝑜𝑜𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠

𝑁𝑜𝑜𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑠 > 0 = 𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑠 𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑
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We can identify who is undercovered, the extent of 
this undercoverage, and the type of undercoverage

We MUST report this information!

Torcal, M., Carty, E., Comellas, J. M., Bosch, O. J., Thomson, Z., & Serani, D. (2023). The dynamics of political and affective polarisation: Datasets for Spain, Portugal, Italy, Argentina, and Chile (2019-2022). Data in Brief, 48, 109219.
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#3: Simulate undercoverage bias

Knowing who is fully covered allows also to simulate bias for them 

• We can treat those subsamples as our “population” of fully covered participants*

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT MEASUREMENT ERRORS?

Full sample Fully covered sample

* Inverse probability weights computed using the random forest relative frequency method by Buskirk and Kolenikov (2015) 



#3: Simulate undercoverage bias

Simulation approach

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT MEASUREMENT ERRORS?

We can estimate the true estimates of this fully covered subsamples…

Complete coverage                         True value: 40 minutes

Under Minutes mobile Minutes PC Total 

Yes 20 4 24

No 10 6 16

Yes 5 14 19

Yes 26 9 35

No 3 32 35

Yes 14 3 17

No 17 6 23



#3: Simulate undercoverage bias

Simulation approach

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT MEASUREMENT ERRORS?

…to then simulate how their estimates would change if some of their information was lost

Under Minutes mobile Minutes PC Total 

Yes 0 4 4

No 10 6 16

Yes 0 14 14

Yes 0 9 9

No 3 32 35

Yes 0 3 3

No 17 6 23

Simulated undercoverage        Biased value: 18 minutes

Difference: 18 minutes  =  bias 



#3: Simulate undercoverage bias

Simulating scenarios

• The key is determining the probability of being undercovered. But this probability can 
differ:

1. We can modify the probability of missing any device / browser

2. We can modify the probability of missing specific devices / browsers

3. We can give independent and equal probabilities, or test more complex undercoverage 
scenarios

• We can test how this undercoverage will affect the analyses of interest for our 
project

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT MEASUREMENT ERRORS?



#3: Simulate undercoverage bias

Simulating scenarios

• The key is determining the probability of being undercovered. But this probability can 
differ:

1. We can modify the probability of missing any device / browser

2. We can modify the probability of missing specific devices / browsers

3. We can give independent and equal probabilities, or test more complex undercoverage 
scenarios

• We can test how this undercoverage will affect the analyses of interest for our 
project

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT MEASUREMENT ERRORS?

Bosch, O. J., Sturgis, P., Kuha, J., Revilla, M. (2023). Uncovering biases in digital trace data: an assessment of the prevalence and implications of tracking undercoverage when using web tracking data



#3: Simulate undercoverage bias

Monte Carlo simulations

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT MEASUREMENT ERRORS?

For each scenario, we ran 1,000 random simulations.

e.g., 25% with no computer covered                0.25 probability of being undercovered



#3: Simulate undercoverage bias

Computing the bias

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT MEASUREMENT ERRORS?

We then computed the average estimate of all 1,000 simulations. 

Avg. undercovered estimate: 22 minutes
True estimate: 40 minutes
Difference: 18 minutes               bias 
 



Your turn to test some of this stuff!

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT MEASUREMENT ERRORS?

• If you have not, download the files: 

• simulation_dataset.csv 

• Simulation_code.R

• We will go together step by step.

• The goal is to show you how, when you get information about whether people are undercovered, you can 
easily simulate the effect that this might have in your statistics of interest
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WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT MEASUREMENT ERRORS?

Online news media exposureOnline news media exposure

We need to identify the devices that 
other people use, and gather information 
on what they do there
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#4: Identify and report those sharing devices

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT MEASUREMENT ERRORS?

Online news media exposureOnline news media exposure

We need to identify the devices that 
other people use, and gather information 
on what they do there

We must try to assess how much of a 
problem this is, and potentially account for 
it
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Android 
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APP

Plug-in

Plug-in

Proxy

20
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Online news media exposure

Use paradata to identify the devices that people are tracked on

Ask participant to self-report whether other people use those devices, and the extent of 
this use for the concepts that you want to measure
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#4: Identify and report those sharing devices

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT MEASUREMENT ERRORS?

Online news media exposure

Use paradata to identify the devices that people are tracked on

Ask participant to self-report whether other people use those devices, and the extent of 
this use for the concepts that you want to measure

An approach: combining survey and paradata

This information MUST be reported 



#5: Ideas on how to measure and account for the bias of shared 
devices?

WHAT CAN WE DO ABOUT MEASUREMENT ERRORS?

There is no clear established approach yet, currently working on it!



How to use data donations, and what to consider?
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One step back: what to consider before collecting any data

HOW TO USE DATA DONATIONS, AND WHAT TO CONSIDER?

• With data donations, we are asking participants to donate data that has already been 
produced by third-parties, and that they have access to

• In order to construct a measurement for a specific concept with data donations, we first need to 
identify whether there is any available data source that participants can access, capture, and 
share.

We are constrained by what other companies have created and 
collected. We have no control over what data might exist, and 

the format of it 
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Examples of available data (related to digital behaviours)

HOW TO USE DATA DONATIONS, AND WHAT TO CONSIDER?

• Information collected and stored by digital devices. Examples could be:

1. Device, battery and/or memory usage information. 

2. Activity and health data.

• Information collected and stored by tech companies. Examples could be:

1. Browsing history.

2. Social media usage.

3. Location and travel data.

4. Advertisement data.



The basics of data donations

HOW TO USE DATA DONATIONS, AND WHAT TO CONSIDER?

• Let me be clear: there are many methods to collect data donations, not only one!

Baumgartner, S. E., Sumter, S. R., Petkevič, V., & Wiradhany, W. (2022). A novel iOS data donation approach: Automatic processing, compliance, and reactivity in a longitudinal study. Social Science Computer Review, 08944393211071068.
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• Let me be clear: there are many methods to collect data donations, not only one!
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The basics of data donations

HOW TO USE DATA DONATIONS, AND WHAT TO CONSIDER?

• Let me be clear: there are many methods to collect data donations, not only one!

• A data donation is any instance in which a person accesses some of their personal data, 
captures it, and shares it with researchers. 

• This can be made in many ways! Hence, data donation projects will vary always in three 
dimensions:

• How participants access the traces of interest

• How they capture them

• How they share the captured information with researchers

Baumgartner, S. E., Sumter, S. R., Petkevič, V., & Wiradhany, W. (2022). A novel iOS data donation approach: Automatic processing, compliance, and reactivity in a longitudinal study. Social Science Computer Review, 08944393211071068.



The basics of data donations

HOW TO USE DATA DONATIONS, AND WHAT TO CONSIDER?

• Let me be clear: there are many methods to collect data donations, not only one!

• A data donation is any instance in which a person accesses some of their personal data, 
captures it, and shares it with researchers. 

• This can be made in many ways! Hence, data donation projects will vary always in three 
dimensions:

• How participants access the traces of interest

• How they capture them

• How they share the captured information with researchers

Goal: make design decisions across these three dimensions that 

minimises the required effort of participants to share data



How can participants capture and share their data?

HOW TO USE DATA DONATIONS, AND WHAT TO CONSIDER?

Share

• Upload within the questionnaire.

• Upload in an outside system.

• Send the data using e-mails or 

secure sharing systems. 

• Manually record the data.

Capture

• Take pictures or screenshots

• Take videos or video recordings

• Download the information

• Manually annotate the data / memorize (not 

ideal).
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How can participants capture and share their data?

HOW TO USE DATA DONATIONS, AND WHAT TO CONSIDER?

• The process to capture and share this data will heavily vary depending the 
approaches selected for the project

• For instance: downloading a Data Download Package (DDP) can be a long and burdensome 
process. Can take more than one day from the point that the participants asks for the data, 
and the data is available.

• Similarly, the amount of data collectable and the perceived privacy concerns might 
potentially be affected by the method used.

• The more the participant must do to capture and share the data, the less data we might be 
able to collect. But maybe the higher the sense of control?

Sometimes we might not be able to choose! Some 
data can only be captured in specific ways.

For example: device usage data cannot (most of 
the times) be downloaded in any way 



Q & A



Thanks!

Oriol J. Bosch|PhD Candidate, The London School of Economics
ORIOL J. BOSCH | THE LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS / RECSM-UPF

o.bosch-jover@lse.ac.uk 

orioljbosch

https://orioljbosch.com/
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